
SATURNUS PARKA
2 1 M P K 0 9 0 1

Multi-pocket breathable, water and windproof
parka
Breathable 2000 mvp
Waterproof 2000 mm
Taped seams
Storable hood
Reflective taped detail on collar hood
Detachable card holder
1 chest pocket with small pocket
1 Napoleon pocket
2 side pockets with side openings
1 sleeve pocket
Adjustable cuffs with reflective tape
Elastic inner cuffs
Elastic drawcord bottom
1 inner mobile phone pocket
1 inner document pocket
Printer zipper
Detachable zip puller
EN ISO 13688

Composition

Outer: 100% Oxford polyester 600D with water-
repellent surface coating Pro-Reforce
Lining: 100% polyester filling
Inner: 100% polyester

Size

S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL

Color

 

Technologies

Multipocket

This item has 5 or more
pockets for storing
different articles and
accessories.

Breathable

This means that the item
has been treated with a
micro porous membrane
that passes humidity from
the inside to the layer on
top while keeping fluids
from the upper layer out.
This technology makes
sure that transpiration
fluids and condensation
are easily disposed of

Waterproof

This symbol indicates that
an item is waterproof or
treated with a water-
resistant coating. This
means that this item is
perfectly suitable for work
in a wet or humid
environment. The “mm”-
indication is a scientific
measure that shows how
much millimeters of water



while rain and other fluids
are kept out. This keeps
you dry, but also insulated
against the harshest of
weather conditions. The
"mpv" indication shows
you the item’s
breathability, which is
determined by the amount
of condensation that the
fabric will let pass.

 

the fabric can withstand in
a hydrostatic test without
letting a single drop pass.  

Windproof

This item is windproof and
will protect your body
completely against windy
weather.

Reflective detail

This item has been finished
with a reflective detail.

Adjustable cuff
links

The cuff links on this item
are adjustable in size. 

Printer zipper

This item has a printer
zipper which makes it even
easier to personalize with
your own design.

Phone pouch

This item has a special
compartment for carrying
a cellular phone.

Fabrics

YKK
Pro-Reforce

Certificates

EN ISO 13688

General requirements for protective clothing.

Read More

https://www.herockworkwear.com/en/certificates

